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Abstract. The goal of the fuzzy diatoms models is to use the advancement of 

the fuzzy theory and with predictive modelling to predict the outcome of given 

condition of diatoms. Fuzzy modelling depends from many factors, mainly by 

the shape of the membership functions, similarity metrics and above all the op-

eration between the fuzzy sets – the fuzzy operators. In this paper we introduce 

new fuzzy operator (fuzzy geometric operator) that considers another property 

of the ecological datasets – the ration measurements. In this way, the ecological 

dataset includes important property that we expect to increase the classification 

accuracy of the models. The use of simpler membership functions like trapezoi-

dal or triangular could be more appropriate with this type of operator compared 

with the average geometric operator used previously. The evaluation results 

compared between the operators have confirmed these findings. Based on these 

results, one model for each water quality category class is presented and dis-

cussed. 

Keywords: Fuzzy membership functions, geometric operator, diatoms, water 

quality models 

1 Introduction 

In the process of classifying the diatoms in the correct water quality class in order to 

correctly estimate the health state of the ecosystem in the past and the present, the 

quality of information and the methods used to extract that information are essential. 

Since the information scientist cannot improve the accuracy of the measurements after 

the measurements is done, only can give some minor suggestions during this scientific 

process, and that is the improvement of the methods used to extract this information. 

The use of these analysis with the proposed methods can be used in many area of 

research, especially the diatoms with the similar diatom composition or physical-

chemical parameters [1]. One example is to detect groups of samples with similar 

diatom composition or with similar environmental features and thus detecting indica-

tor species for the groups or relating biologically based groups to environmental vari-

ables. The water ecosystem property can be influenced by many factors and for more 

practical use are represented with classification systems like water quality classes 
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(WQC), which we will focus our research in this paper using the fuzzy classification 

algorithm. 

In practice, to analyse this kind of ecological data that gained increased interested 

in examining small and large ecological datasets, classical statistical analysing tools 

are used reaching from the most simplest like variation, standard deviation to more 

complex statistical tools and computer algorithms. Research papers like [2] and [3], 

provide introduction of these methods and their use. Later, more papers regarding this 

subject are introduced [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] where authors discuss the development of meth-

ods like CART, and it’s successors – bagging, boosted trees, random forest and other 

techniques in ecological studies. Increasing research is conducted in terms of using 

random forest for eco-hydrological modelling and prediction in plant types of wet 

habitats [9, 10]. 

These methods were also applied on the Lake Prespa to build classification and re-

gression models for detecting diatom indicating species of one or several environ-

mental parameters [11]. Different models that applied for different setting for both 

algorithm and the environmental parameters were obtained. The biological expert 

later discussed these models. Several of the model produced, knowledge about the 

newly discovered the diatom's relationships with the environment for the first time 

[11, 12]. Later, another method was introduced to increase the classification accuracy 

[12]. However, the obtained models were not robust on data change and not resistant 

to over fitting, because several factors including the algorithm and the nature of the 

dataset was implying that. These disadvantages can be overcomes using fuzzy theory 

and several research studies considering diatom classification were conducted [13, 14] 

to prove that method used in this paper is more appropriate for this task.  

The proposed method in this paper can be used for extracting the ecological infor-

mation for several reasons. First of all, the method used in this paper is robust to over 

fitting, which was shown by the research conducted in [13, 14]. Secondly, the ob-

tained knowledge from the model is easily compared with the known ecological dia-

tom indicator references in the literature [15]. And third, these models can achieve 

higher classification accuracy compared to the classical classification algorithms. One 

of the reasons, why this method is better compared with the previous ones, is the use 

of different fuzzy MFs and similarity metrics that previous research papers showed 

[16].  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the definitions of 

the similarity metric and the geometric fuzzy operator. Section III presents the water 

quality classes, dataset description and the experimental setup. In section IV we pre-

sent the experimental results and based on these results one diatom model is selected 

and discussed. Later in this section the models are verified with the known knowledge 

from the literature. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and research direction is 

outlined research. 
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2 Similarity metric and fuzzy geometric operator 

The classification method used in this research induces the models by using different 

similarity metrics, membership functions and fuzzy aggregation operators. In the 

previous research [13, 14, 16] we have used different fuzzy membership functions 

and similarity metrics. Before we define the fuzzy geometric operator, as continuum, 

the RMSE fuzzy similarity metrics and the previous used WA and OWA aggregation 

operators are defined in order to compare their performance with the results from this 

research. 

Let A and B be two fuzzy sets defined on the universe of discourse U. The SimRMSE 

based fuzzy set similarity (SimRMSE) of fuzzy sets A and B is computed as: 
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,where xi, i = 1, . . . , n, are the crisp values discretized in the variable domain, and 

μA(xi) and μB(xi) are the fuzzy membership values of xi for A and B. The larger the 

value of SimRMSE (A, B) is, the more similar A and B are. The μA(xi), μB(xi)   [0, 1], 0 

≤ SimRMSE(A;B) ≤ 1 holds according to (1). Note that the proposed classification 

method follows the same principle, if an alternative fuzzy set similarity definition is 

used. According to the fuzzy logic theory, the fuzzy aggregation operators are logic 

operators applied to fuzzy membership values or fuzzy sets. They have three sub-

categories, namely t-norm [17], t-conorms [17], and weighted averaging operators 

[18]. There are several types of weighted averaging operator and one of them is the 

WA and OWA operators that was used previously [17, 18, 19, 20]. Another weighted 

averaging operator is the WG and OWG operators. The goal of the proposed fuzzy 

geometric operator is to take into account the property of ratio measurements in the 

dataset [19]. The definition of the WG and the OWG operators [20] as is follows:  

A WG operator of dimension n is a mapping R
n
 → R, that has an associated n-

elements vector w = (w1, w2, . . . , wn)
T
, wi ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and that: 
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An OWG operator [17] of dimension n is a mapping R
n
 → R, that has an associated 

n-elements vector w = (w1, w2,. . . , wn)
T
 , wi ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and 
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where ci (a1,a2 . . . , an) returns the i-th largest element of the collection {a1,a2 . . . , 

an }. 
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The fundamental difference of OWG from WG aggregation is that the former does 

not have a particular weight - wi associated for an element; rather a weight is associ-

ated with a particular ordered position of the element. Also important property of the 

OWG and WG operators compared with the OWA and the WA is the property of 

ration that we mention before mainly used in other research areas [21]. In order to 

compare the results from our previous research and in the same time to prove that we 

can achieve better accuracy with the geometric weight operator with simpler fuzzy 

membership functions we use the well-known triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian 

membership function. 

3 Data Description and Experimental Setup 

The dataset used for induction of the fuzzy classification models consists from 13 

input parameters [22], from which 10 are represents the 10 most abundant diatom and 

three input parameters represent selected physic-chemical parameters. During the 

experiments we will create several different separate dataset, one for each water quali-

ty class, also one dataset is created for each WQ category class as output class. These 

measurements were made as a part of the EU funded project [23]. The WQ category 

classes were defined according to the three physical-chemical parameters: Saturated 

Oxygen [24], Conductivity [24] and pH [24, 25] and they are given in Table 1.  

Table 1.   Water quality classes for the physical-chemical parameters 

Physico-chemical parame-

ters 
Name of the WQC Parameter range 

Saturated Oxygen 

oligosaprobous > 85 % 

β-mesosaprobous 70-85 % 

α-mesosaprobous 25-70 % 

α-meso / polysaprobous 10-25 % 

pH 

acidobiontic pH < 5.5 

acidophilous pH > 5.5 

circumneutral pH > 6.5 

alkaliphilous pH > 7.5 

alkalibiontic pH > 8 

Indifferent pH > 9 

Conductivity 

fresh < 20 (µS·cm-1) 

fresh-brackish < 90 (µS·cm-1) 

brackish-fresh 90 – 180 

brackish 180 - 900 

 

We will conduct two types of experiments, which are set up as follows: 

1) Train: A fuzzification method based on the geometric average fuzzy operator, 

presented in this paper, for each water quality class combined with the 10 diatoms. 

2) Test: Standard 10-fold cross validation is used for evaluation of the classifica-
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tion accuracy of the algorithm against the previously used weighted average arithme-

tic fuzzy operator and the three simple fuzzy membership functions. 

For similarity definition, we use the previously defined SimRMSE similarity metric. 

The evaluation process is led by inducing simple diatom model (SDM) and general 

diatom model (DM) in a hieratical tree form. The simple trees consist from 1 candi-

date tree, 0 (zero) low levels and two different depths; 5 - (SDM5) and 10 - (SDM10). 

While general diatom models consist from 2 candidate tree, 3 low levels trees and two 

different depths; 5 - (DM5) and 10 - (DM10). We use number of membership func-

tions equal to 5 to make the models more understandable. 

4 Experimental Results 

Using the described algorithm and the experimental setup defined in the previous 

section, in this part of the paper we present several classification models with the 

indicating properties of the diatoms in certain water quality class. Models that de-

scribe the indication of the diatoms for conductivity WQ class and the saturated class 

are presented and discussed. Also, models for pH water quality class is given and 

ecological verification of the models with the known references is made. For similari-

ty definition, we use SimRMSE and both weighted average operators (WA and OWA) 

compared with the WG and the OWG operators.  

4.1 Performance Evaluation 

The highest accuracy of the conducted experiments of the two-type classification 

accuracy is given in Table 2.  

Table 2.    Performance evaluation of the fuzzy pattern tree algorithm for diatom classification 

Dataset 

OWA+WA OWG+WG 

Conduc-

tivity 
pH 

Saturated 

Oxygen 

Conduc-

tivity 
pH 

Saturated 

Oxygen 

Triangular 75,69 62,39 63,68 76,15 61,47 64,68 

Trapezoidal 75,23 62,84 62,19 76,15 62,84 61,19 

Gaussian 76,61 62,39 65,17 76,15 63,76 63,68 

Test 
Conduc-

tivity 
pH 

Saturated 

Oxygen 

Conduc-

tivity 
pH 

Saturated 

Oxygen 

Triangular 72,25 55,32 60,50 73,70 58,12 58,50 

Trapezoidal 72,29 56,71 58,00 72,32 58,14 55,50 

Gaussian 72,29 55,80 63,00 73,25 58,14 59,00 
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On another hand, the test phase revealed that the WQ and the OWG operators out-

performed the WA and the OWA operators. Except for the saturated oxygen WQ 

category classes - Test experimental setup, the trapezoidal and the triangular member-

ship function are better in terms of classification accuracy. In other cases the predic-

tion accuracy of the test set have been increased by 1% to 3%. Considering these 

results from the algorithm, one model for each water quality class is selected and 

presented and then verified. 

4.2 Classification Models for the Water Quality Classes 

From the induced models using the method, we chose several models that reflect the 

predictive accuracy of the method; mean that the models with highest accuracy are 

chosen. Because the fuzzy aggregation operators operate over two fuzzy sets, specific 

operators from the models have given specific output. This implies if we have regres-

sion problems. The Fuzzy term for a given diatom is connected with the other fuzzy 

terms of other diatom using fuzzy aggregation operators. To make the models easy for 

interpretation, each Fuzzy Term is labelled according the value of μ {Bad Indicator, 

Low Indicator, Good Indicator, Very Good Indicator and Excellent Indicator}. The 

algorithm generated separate models for each class and then classifies the diatoms in 

one class. The diatom model shown in Fig. 1 (left) can be converted into a rule as 

follows:  

 

Fig. 1. Classification model generated using the triangular MF for the brackish Conductivity 

WQ class (left) and trapezoidal MF for β-mesosaprobous Saturated Oxygen WQ class (right). 

Rule1: If Conductivity WQ class is brackish THEN (Cyclotella ocellata (COCE) 

is Very Good Indicator OWA<0.6> Navicula subrotundata (NSROT) is Weak In-

dicator) OWA<0.19> Navicula rotunda (NROT) is Bad Indicator WA<0.81> Navi-

cula prespanense (NPRE) is Weak Indicator OR Cavinula scutelloides (CSCU) is 

Excellent Indicator or Staurosirella pinnata (STPNN) is Excellent Indicator. The 

model has highest similarity of 58.55%. 
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The model given in Fig. 1- left reveals the indicating properties of several diatoms 

for the brackish waters. NPRE, NSROT and the NROT diatoms are weak indicators 

of such waters according to the tree model. Three other diatoms are excellent indica-

tors of such waters. The distribution of these diatoms along the conductivity gradient 

makes this distribution interesting for further investigation, if we compare with sever-

al results from other papers [26, 27]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Classification model generated using the Gaussian MF for the alkaliphilous pH WQ 

class  

Furthermore, the classification model for β-mesosaprobous is given with Fig.1 – 

right, where the algorithm classified the CPLA and the STPNN diatoms as weak indi-

cators of such waters. Regarding the CJUR diatom, the CJUR diatom is weak indica-

tor of β-mesosaprobous waters, according to the model. If we consider this, the 

DMAU diatom is only diatom according to this model that is classified as excellent 

indicator. The given model is transformed into the following rule: 

Rule2: If Saturated Oxygen class is β-mesosaprobous THEN Cyclotella juriljii 

(CJUR) is Weak Indicator OWG<0.37> STPNN is Weak Indicator) OWG<0.16> 

Cocconeis placentula (CPLA) is Bad Indicator OR Amphora pediculus (APED) is 

Very Good Indicator OR CJUR is Excellent Indicator OR Diploneis mauleri 

(DMAU) is Excellent Indicator. The model has highest similarity of 57.82%. 

The model given with Fig 2, depicts the indicating properties of four diatoms, 

which are weak and bad indicator, since their abundance is low for this class in the 

measured dataset and the algorithm didn’t find any higher correlation with the given 

class. The weak indicating properties are devoted to CSCU and CPLA diatoms, while 

the DMAU and the CJUR diatoms have bas indicating properties according to the 

algorithm. The tree model converted into rule is given below: 

Rule3: If pH class is alkaliphilous THEN CSCU is Weak Indicator AND CPLA 

is Weak Indicator) OWG<0.07> DMAU is Bad Indicator AND CJUR is Bad Indi-

cator. The model has highest similarity of 72.78%. It’s important to note that the 

weight of the given weighted averaging fuzzy operator in every rule is given between 

the <> symbols. 
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4.3 Verification of the tree model results 

The validation of the results is made by comparing them with the ecological refer-

ences found in the diatom ecology publication by [15]. Some of the diatoms are very 

recently discovered and thus no ecological record is found for them in the literature. 

In the relevant literature the APED diatom is known to as alkaliphilous, fresh-

brackish, β-mesosaprobic and eutrophic (because of organic nitrogen tolerance) di-

atom indicator [15]. Regarding the models, the model given on Fig. 1- right has suc-

cessfully found that the APED diatom is β-mesosaprobic indicator. In the relevant 

literature the CSCU diatom is known as alkalibiontic, freshwater to brackish water 

taxon, being oligosaprobic indicators with eutrophic preferences [15]. According to 

the models, the CSCU diatom is brackish water diatom and weak alkaliphilous indi-

cator. COCE is known as meso-eutro taxon [15]. According to [15], the DMAU di-

atom develops well in fresh–brackish, while the models identify as excellent β-

mesosaprobous and bad alkaliphilous. The CPLA diatom is known as alkaliphilous, 

fresh–brackish, β-mesosaprobous and eutrophic taxon according to [15]. On the other 

hand, the models show that this diatom is bad indicator of β-mesosaprobous and alka-

liphilous waters. According the models, the COCE diatom is very good indicator for 

brackish waters. Regarding the STPNN diatom, in the literature is known as hyper-

eutrophic (oligo-eutrophic; indifferent) taxon frequently found on moist habitats, 

while the models have found that this diatom is excellent indicator of brackish waters, 

but not indicator of β-mesosaprobous. Concerning the other diatoms, according to the 

models, the NSROT diatom is weak indicator of brackish waters, as same as the 

NPRE and the NROT diatoms. Also, the models have found the CJUR diatom is weak 

and bad indicator of brackish and alkaliphilous waters. Further investigation is 

needed before to any conclusion is made for the newly discovered diatom indicators. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we propose fuzzy method for classifying diatoms as indicator for certain 

WQ category classes from diatoms measured data with new weighted fuzzy geometric 

aggregator and several simple fuzzy membership functions. The combination of the 

fuzzy theory with the proposed operator, produced diatom models with easy interpret-

able results and higher prediction accuracy compared with the previously used 

weighted fuzzy arithmetic averaging operator. The descriptive classification accuracy 

of the models has achieved satisfied values compared with the models obtained with 

the previous fuzzy operator.  

From ecological point of view, it is very important that the method is interpretable 

and immediately shows the results from the diatoms indicator pattern. We have made 

a comparison with the ecological knowledge from the known literature and some of 

the diatoms indicating properties were positively verified. For example, the diatom 

model presented with Fig. 1 - right for β-mesosaprobous Saturated Oxygen WQ class 

clearly states that the APED diatom can be an indicator of these waters. The models 

have also found some new diatom indicator references, which have to been proven 

with more experiments before any conclusion is made.  
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Further research needs to be focused on developing more similarity metric and 

fuzzy operators in a process of building diatom classification models. The new 

weighted fuzzy operator may be more suitable for this diatom community dataset and 

can therefore, lead to higher accuracy. In future we plan to test more datasets based on 

metal parameters and thus forming datasets that can be used to discover new diatom 

indicators. Also, it will be interesting to compare the 10-fold cross validation of the 

prediction performance of this algorithm with crisp algorithms, several classical clas-

sification algorithms in terms of prediction power and main trained resistance of the 

over fitting. 
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